
 

The Third Week of Advent--2017 

When we recall holidays past, we usually find that the simplest things — not the great occasions — give off the greatest 
glow of happiness. – Bob Hope  

The hospital does not close for the holidays. While we want to think of the holidays as a time when everything is lovely and 
no one is suffering, that is simply not true. So we try to bring the holidays into the hospital as best we can. There are trees 
here and there. There are wreaths lining the hallways. Carols are sung. There are holiday foods in the cafeteria. And yet we 
all know that it is not the same as being at home and eating familiar food with the people you most dearly love.  

Traditions are a large part of the holiday season: trees, decorating, carols, specific foods, etc. My husband’s family’s most 
cherished Christmas tradition is Christmas Eve breakfast. Fifty-eight years ago his grandparents got up extremely early 
and took their three small children out to breakfast. Then they walked them around and around the mall to wear them out in 
the hope that they might be calm the rest of the day and sleep through the night. I am not sure it worked but every year 
since, including years in which there have been no small children in the family, we wake up much too early to go eat 
breakfast on Christmas Eve. There is often a considerable amount of groaning about getting out the door so early, but deep 
down we all know that we treasure this event every year.  

I was recently listening to an Australian songwriter who mentioned that his family’s Christmas tradition is enjoying white 
wine in the sunshine. This struck me as humorous because while I know it is warm on Christmas for half of the world, I still 
cannot imagine a Christmas in which I am not hoping for snow. It never occurs to me that there are many who celebrate 
Christmas in the summer. I only think of the traditions that my family and my faith community hold dear – the things that I 
have been doing for years and years. As I thought about this, it reminded me that the traditions we hold so dear are not 
what matter most about the holidays. Our traditions are based upon our own families and cultures. And the whole reason 
the traditions feel so important is that they remind us of the deeper meaning of the holidays. Traditions remind us that 
family and friends are what make life rich. Traditions remind us that we are not alone – that somewhere there is a table 
where we belong. Traditions remind us that God loves us and that God is with us. Traditions remind us of the beliefs that 
anchor our souls.   

This year, I hope each of us is able to celebrate the days we call sacred and the people we deeply cherish. I hope we are 
each able to celebrate our own traditions – no matter how big or small. But if you find that you cannot travel home or sit at 
a table with your family or go out to Christmas Eve breakfast or do the thing that you have always done, remember that 
traditions are only an outward expression of what we already know in our souls.  

This holiday season wherever you find yourself, may you know that you are loved and may you experience true peace.   

Rev. Jill Zimmer, Chaplain, Saint Thomas West  



 


